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AN IMPORTANT SOCIAL LAW OF THE ANCIENT 
BABYLONIANS-A TEXT HITHERTO 

MISUNDERSTOOD 

BY GEORGE A. BARTON 

Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 

The British Museum tablet, K. 251, has been long known and 
often studied. The text of the face is somewhat mutilated, but as 

long ago as 1866 the text of the reverse was published in II R. 10. 
Lenormant published the whole text in 1873 in his Choix de textes 
cun iformes, No. 15, pp. 32 ff. Pinches republished it in 1882 in 

TSBA, VIII, 230 ff., and in 1884 in V R. pp. 24, 25. The tablet 
consists of four double columns, two on the obverse and two on the 
reverse. Half of each double column is written in Sumerian and 
half in Akkadian, so that the same material, except where parts are 
broken away, appears in both languages. The subject-matter 
begins with legal phrases. Nearly all the obverse is occupied with 
these. Near the bottom of the last column of the obverse a series 
of regulations dealing with divorce begins. These regulations merge 
into laws relating to the conduct of a hierodoulos (nu-gig = qadiltu). 
These are followed by the Sumero-Akkadian family laws which 
have been published in cuneiform by Delitzsch and elaborately 
elucidated by Haupt and others. The parts of the tablet outside 
these "family laws" have been but imperfectly understood. The 

part which refers to the divorce of a hierodoulos and her subsequent 
liberties and obligations has been so misunderstood as to have received 
the most astonishing interpretations. The most important of these 

interpretations will be catalogued below in the notes which accom- 

pany each line of the translation here given. 
The tablet, as the colophon informs us, was one of a series which 

formed the vade mecum of a judge or of a legal scribe. The colophon 
reads: 

1. dub vii kam ki ki-kal-bi-4i1 
Tablet VII of " Which-is- 

(to-be)-with-him "; 

1. a-na it-ti-'u 
"To (be) with him"; 

1 The general meaning of ki ki-kal-bi-'i was recognized by Bertin as long ago as 
1882; cf. TSBA, VIII, 258 ff. Weber, Literatur der Babylonier und Assyrer, 250, quotes 
the Akkadian title of the series, a-na itti-Au, but without indicating that he understood 
the meaning of it. 
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2. gab-ri-kur agur ki-dim til 
Like the Assyrian exemplar 

complete. 
3. ekallu i' aOur-bani-apla 

Palace of Ashurbanipal, 
4. var kiTvatu ar matu i aYjlur ki 

King of hosts, king of Assyria. 

2. Au a-tar-malim-gur 
It is written and verily agrees 

(with the exemplar). 

It begins with all sorts of phrases and gradually merges into 
connected laws. Perhaps the tablet was written by a ndvice, for 

occasionally his Akkadian lines do not correspond with his Sumerian 
lines. At least one Sumerian phrase is left untranslated-a fact 
that has caused perplexity to modern lexicographers. 

Here are some samples of the phrases with which the two double 
columns on the obverse of the tablet are, with the exception of a few 
lines at the end, filled: 

Col. i: 

1. 4-kus-~A-a 
Maintenance. 

2. 4-ku-4Ad-a-ni 
His (or her) maintenance. 

3. A-kus-sd-a-ni in-gar 
Her maintenance he provides. 

4. 4-kus-5d-a-ni in-gar-ri 
Her maintenance he shall 

provide. 
5. A-kus-sd-a-nu-siu 

For her maintenance. 

29. di-til-la 
A complete judgment (or 

case). 
30. di nu-til-la 

An incomplete judgment (or 
case). 

1. ma-na-ah-tul 
Maintenance. 

2. ma-na-ah-ta-Su 
His (or her2) maintenance. 

3. ma-na-ah-ta-su is-ku-un 
Her maintenance he provides. 

4. ma-na-a6-ta-'u i-lak-ka-nu 
Her maintenance he shall 

provide. 
5. a-na ma-na-ah-tu-'u 

For her maintenance. 

29. di-i-nu ga-am-ru 
A complete judgment (or 

case). 
30. di-i-nu la ga-am-ru 

An incomplete judgment (or 
case). 

1 Bertin, TSBA, p. 247, takes the phrase to mean "rest" and so misses the point. 
It means "provision," "maintenance"; cf. Muss-Arnolt, 62a; it was a term which 
entered into marriage contracts. 

2 The Sumerian -ni may mean either "his" or "her." The scribe has employed 
in the Akkadian translation only the masculine vu. Obviously in the use of the word in 
contracts the maintenance of a woman is more often referred to than that of a man, 
hence Aa would have been more appropriate. 
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31. di-bi al-til 
His judgment (or case) is com- 

plete. 
32. di-bi nu-al-til 

His judgment (or case) is in- 
complete. 

33. di-bi kud-da 
His case is decided. 

34. di-bi nu-kud-da 
His case is undecided. 

35. di-bi ba-tib 
His case rests. 

36. lit-na-mi egir-a-ni nu-un-keida 
No one after him shall divide. 

37. lit-sag egir-a-ni nu-un-kud 
A governor after him shall not 

decide. 
38. lit-na-mi giu-de-a-ni gis-nu-un- 

tuk 
Verily no one heard his com- 

plaint. 

31. di-in-gu ga-mi-ir 
His judgment (or case) is com- 

plete. 
32. di-in-Au la ga-mi-ir 

His judgment (or case) is in- 
complete. 

33. di-in-iu di-i-nu 
His case is decided. 

34. di-in-gu ul di-i-nu 
His case is undecided. 

35. di-in-9u zu-ul-lu-ull 
His case rests. 

36. ma-am-man arkat-su ul ip-ru- 
us 

No one after him shall divide. 
37. kab-tum arkat-su ul ip-ru-us 

An important man after him 
shall not decide. 

38. ma-am-man a-ma-as-su ul is- 
mi 

No one hearkened to his word. 

These are scattered legal phrases such as a scribe might at any time 
wish to insert in a contract. He could turn to them in this list and 
find them in proper form ready to his hand. 

Much of the second double column is broken away. At line 18 
of the manual one comes upon phrases connected with laws governing 
marriage and divorce. Soon the phrases have to do with the marriage 
and divorce of sacred women or hierodoules, and then complete 
laws relating to such persons are given. The text is as follows 

(the lines are numbered as in TSBA): 

Col. ii: 

18. nam-dam 
Wifehood. 

19. nam-dam-sit 
Unto wifehood. 

20. nam-dam-sit in-tuk 
Unto wifehood he takes. 

18. as-sa-tu 
Wifehood. 

19. a-na a'-'a-ti 
Unto wifehood. 

20. a-na a'-'a-ti ir-vu 
Unto wifehood he takes. 

L Permansive from zaldlu. 
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21. nam-dam-si' ba-an-tuk 
Unto wifehood he shall take 

her. 
22. nam-dam-ri mi-ni-in-tuk 

Unto wifehood he took her. 
23. nam-nu-mu-un-zu-a-ni1 

Your seed. 
24. mi-ni-in-tuk 

Took possession of her. 
25. tur a-su-siu in-me a-na bi-da- 

gis 
His child to full sonship he 

calls; who shall debar him ?2 
26. nam-kar-ge-da3-a-ni dingir-a- 

ni gi' 
Her hierodouleship her gods 

control. 
27. nam-kar-ge-da-a-ni ba-ni-in- 

tuk 
Her hierodouleship she re- 

ceived. 
28. nam-kar-ge-da-a-ni Su-mi-ib- 

gur 
Her hierodouleship verily she 

renounced, 
29. e-a-na-as mi-ni-in-tu4 

Into his house she entered. 

21. a-na a'-'a-ti i-ra-as- i 
Unto wifehood he shall take 

her. 
22. a-na a8-4a-ti ir-su-sa 

Unto wifehood he took her. 
23 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

24. ir-su-sa 
Took possession of her. 

25. 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

27. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27. ................. 

28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

29. a-na biti-Su i-ru-ub 
Into his house she entered. 

Passing over some broken lines where most of the Sumerian as 
well as the Akkadian is broken away, the text, when next it is legible, 
runs as follows: 

39. nig-sal-ge5 nam-dam-Si ba-ab- 
ag-a 

(If) a slave-girl (?) unto wife- 
hood he shall take, 

39. ar-[da-tum .......... 
A slave-girl. ........... 

I zu-a-ni (ii, 23) is a variant of zu-e-ne-ni (cf. Delitzsch, Sum. Gram., p. 26), the suffix 
form of the second personal plural pronoun. 

2 This line (ii, 25) puzzled the early translators. It apparently refers to a father's 
recognition of the child of a slave-girl as one of his children and therefore as a legal heir. 
Provision for such recognition is found in the Code of Hammurabi, sec. 170. 

3 nam-kar-ge-da (ii, 26, 27, 28) means hierodouleship. 
kar-ge-= 

arimtu (VR, 42, 63e) 
and harimtu is one of the terms for hierodoule employed, as all Assyriologists will remem- 
ber, in the Gilgamesh epic. namis the well-known abstract prefix and da=ti4u "approach" 
is here employed to emphasize the accessibility of the woman as a hierodoule. 

4 Lines 28 and 29 belong together. They are phrases that would be employed in a 
contract of marriage when the bride had been a hierodoule. 

5 nig-sal-ge is an unusual ideogram for slave-girl, but the defaced Akkadian text 
begins with ar-, apparently the beginning of ar-da-tum, a meaning demanded by the 
context. 
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40. u'-ba-Mit ~i1 ba-ab-da 
with her husband to sleep she 

shall come. 
41. e-a-na-a' mi-in-kar 

If into his house she entered, 
42. e-ad-na-as mi-in-tu 

unto her father's house (then) 
returned, 

43. git-u-x2-a-a-ni ne-in-gar 
his bond he shall keep, 

44. nig-sal-us-di-a ni-in-il 
the dowry he shall retain, 

45. kit-dam-tuk 
the dowry. 

40. a-na............... 
with................. 

41. a-na............... 
into .............. 

42. 
a-na............... unto .. ............. 

43. ri-ik-[su- u. .. .......... 
his bond ............. 

44. tir-6a-as-[su 
her dowry 

45. tir-ha-[as-su .......... 
her dowry 

A line across the tablet indicates that the subject now slightly 
changes. 

46. kit-dam-tuk-a-ni gii banvur-ta 
Her dowry on the table 

47. ne-in-gar 
he shall place, 

48. ad-da-na-av 
unto her father 

49. in-na-an-tu 
he shall return her. 

46. tir-ha-as-su3 
Her dowry 

47. pa-as- u-ri is-ku-un4 
on the table he shall set, 

48. a-na a-bi-Su 
unto her father 

49. z4-a-rib 
he shall cause (her) to enter. 

Again a line across the tablet indicates another change of subject. 
50. a ne-in-gi5 

(Of) a son she is delivered to 
him. 

51. a nu ii ne-in-gi 
(Of) a son she is not delivered 

to him. 

50. iq-tap-4u 
(Of a son) she is delivered to 

him. 
51. ul iq-tap-4u 

(Of a son) she is not delivered 
to him. 

1 Cf. Barton, OB W, 41211, and Reisner, Sum. Hymnen, 92a, 27. 
2 0B W, 53. Perhaps used here phonetically; perhaps as an adjective. As the 

Akkadian is broken away its exact significance is not clear. 

3 Su, though masculine in form, evidently refers to the bride. Hierodoules in gram- 
matical structure regularly agree with masculine forms of the verb, and are referred to 
either by feminine or masculine pronouns. One has to keep this constantly in mind in 
interpreting the lines which follow this. 

4 It is not clear what the significance of placing the dowry on the table was. Perhaps, 
like the loosing of the sandal in Deut. 2:9, 10, it was symbolical. 

5 In lines 50 and 51 the sense ceases to be connected and the text returns to mere 
phrases. These are, however, related to the general context, since they relate to whether 
or not a hierodoule does or does not, when married, present her husband with a son; 
cf. Code of Hammurabi, secs. 144, 145. Line 52 presupposes line 51. It explains the 
cause of his aversion. 
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52. 
............ 

ne-in-gig 
..... he is sick of her, 

53..o ................ 

54....... ............ 

52. i-zi-ir-gi-ma 
He hates her and 

53. amilu ii-su-ta-'a ib-tuk 
the man the enjoyment of her 

has cut off, 
54. i-zu-ub-bu-gu1 

he shall divorce her; 

Reverse double column i: 

1. kiA-dam-tuk-a-ni in-na-an-si2 
her divorce he shall take, 

2. fir-ra-na-nam ne-in-kesda3 
on her loins shall bind it, 

3. e-ta ib-ta-an-e4 
from the house he shall expel 

her. 
4. ud-kur-k't dam sag-ga-a-ni5 

forever the husband of her 
heart 

5. #e-ni-ib-tuk-tuk6 
verily she may take; 

6. inim-ma nu-mu-un-si-in-g4-gd7 
a legal claim he shall not bring 

against her. 

1. l-zu-bu-Su i-6i-it-ma 
her divorce he shall take and 

2. i-na su-ni-9u ir-ku-us 
on her loins shall bind it, 

3. ina biti i-li-$i-Su 
from the house he shall expel 

her. 
4. a-na ma-ti-ma mu-ut lib-bi-Su 

forever the husband of her 
heart 

5. i-6u-uz-su 
she may take; 

6. f-ul i-ra-4g-gu-um-'i 
he shall not bring a legal claim 

against her. 

1 Again the masculine suffix because it refers to a hierodoule. All these phrases are 
taken out of a lost marriage and divorce law which related to this class of women. From 
this text we can reconstruct the law. 

2This line Sayce rendered: "A certain man's brother-in-law hired (workmen)" 
(RP, III, 23); Oppert: "Repudium suum lapide expressit" (Doc. jur., p. 55); Bertin: 
"Her dowry he gave him" (TSBA, VIII, 253). 

3 Sayce rendered: " and on his foundation built an enclosure"; Oppert: " In pectore 
ligavit"; Bertin: "in his girdle he bound it." s&r-sunu, while literally "loins," may 
refer to the girdle, but it is the girdle of the hierodoule, not of the husband. The mas- 
culine pronoun here again refers to the hierodoule. The "divorce" that was bound 
about her waist is the "writing" which in col. iii (reverse col. i), line 19, she is, under 
certain contingencies, to make known. 

4 Sayce rendered this line: "from the house (the judge) expelled him"; Oppert: 
"ex domo ejecit"; Bertin: "from the house he makes him go. " It is clear, however, 
that it is the divorced hierodoule who is expelled from her husband's house. The trans- 
lators were confused by the masculine form of the pronominal suffix which refers to her. 

5 Sayce rendered: "In every case let a married man put his child"; Oppert: "Ad 
futurum conjugum cordis sui"; Bertin: "in future the husband whose heart--" 

6 Sayce read: "in possession of property"; Oppert: "amato alter"; Bertin: "she 
possesses. " 

7Sayce rendered: "provided that he does make him inhabit it." Oppert: "spi- 
thamae non litem intendo ( ?) " and the Akkadian: " spithamae ne spatio quidem accede "; 
Bertin: "he does not renounce her. " None of them understood the bearing of the legal 
term ragdmu, "to bring a legal claim." 
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7. egir-bi-ta-dm nu-gig-dm' 
(If) afterward as a hierodoule 

8. sila-ta ba-an-da-il-la2 
on the street she is found, 

9. 'ag-ki-a g-a-ni-ta nam-nu-gig- 
a-ni3 

in the place of her choice her 
hierodouleship 

10. in-ni-in-tuk-tuk4 
she shall practice. 

11. nu-gig-ga-bi tur-sila-dm5 
If as a hierodoule a child of 

the street 
12. mi-ni-in-ri6 

she adopts, 
13. ubur ga na[m-zi]7 

(her) breast the milk of life 

7. ar-ka-nu qa-&i-is-tum 
(If) afterward as a hierodoule 

8. ina su-qi im-it-ta-'i 
on the street she is found, 

9. as-ra-av-vu 
in her place 

10. qa-av-du-us-su i-hu-uz-su 
her hierodouleship she shall 

practice. 
11. qa-di-is-ta . ... ma-ru 

(If) as a hierodoule a child 

12. ina vu-qi[il-li]-ku 
on the street she adopts, 

13. .................. 

1 This line Sayce rendered: "For the future (the judge) may cause a sanctuary'"; 
Oppert: "Ad futurum moecha sola"; Bertin: "afterwards a sanctuary"; Haupt 
(JAOS, 3867): "Thereupon a harlot." 

2 Sayce translated "to be erected in a private demesne"; Oppert: "per vias urbis 
vagetur"; Bertin: "in the yard he raises"; Haupt: "from the street he took." All 
have overlooked the fact that the subject of the verb is the hierodoule, who, as is common 
with her kind and their goddess, Ishtar, takes a masculine form of the verb. Moreover 
the verb, both in the Sumerian and the Akkadian, is passive in form. In ba-an-da-il-la 
the da introduces a reflexive or passive idea (cf. Langdon, Sumerian Grammar, p. 146) 
and the t in im-it-ta-gi from maf4 "to find" has the same force. 

3 Sayce rendered: " (A man) of his sanctuary in his own high place"; Oppert: 
"In amore suo fornicationem"; Bertin: "with his heart loving holiness"; Haupt: 
"in his love despite her harlotry." All have missed the point of the line. iag-ki-dg-a- 
ni-ta means "in the midst of the place she likes" or "chooses," i.e., anywhere on the 
street. The Akkadian as-ra-as-hu is for ina ai-ri-su, "in her place" (cf. Lyon, Assyrian 
Manual, sec. 20), i.e., the place she may choose. Again the translators have been con- 
fused by the reference of the masculine suffix to the hierodoule. 

4 Sayce rendered: "has full possession"; Oppert: " exercebit"; Bertin: "he 
possessed"; Haupt: "and married her." Oppert has most correctly rendered the 
verb. While it normally means "possess" and may mean "marry," the context here 
shows that the subject is the divorced hierodoule and that it refers to the practice of 
her profession on the street. 

5 Sayce rendered: "The sanctuary (a man) has raised to the son who"; Oppert: 
"Moecham istam solam judex pluvio"; Bertin: "in his holy place the son of the yard." 
The construction of the line and its meaning are, however, now clear. 

6 The sign ri =laqf "take" (cf. OB W, 9311, and II R, 9, 3) is regularly employed in 
adoption contracts for "adopt"; cf. Bab. Exp. of the Univ. of Penna., VI2, No. 24). Simi- 
larly laq~4 is employed in many Akkadian contracts; cf. e.g., Vorderasiatische Schrift- 
denkmiler, VIII, 127. The point of this provision of the law is that the hierodoule, while 
practicing her profession on the street, may legally adopt a child who is a waif of the 
street. Sayce rendered "inherits"; Oppert: "exponat"; Bertin: "he shall place." 

7 ga na[m-zil is completed from many passages in the royal inscriptions. It was a 
conventional phrase, though in the earlier inscriptions the abstract nam is often omitted; 
cf. CT, IX, Nos. 85977-80, and OBI, 87, i, 28. I have completed the phrase as though 
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14. in-ni-[in-ru]' 
shall give to it; 

15. ad-a-ni sa ama-a-ni nu-[gu-gal- 
la]2 

its father and its mother shall 
have no claim to it. 

16. sal mi-in-dug-ga3 
(If) the woman conceive, 

14. . ................ 

16. ru(?) ... .. .... .... . 

nam-zi because zi is the word used to express "life" in the passages cited, where "life" 
is descriptive of " milk. " When life occurs as an abstract noun alone in early Sumerian 
texts it is usually nam-til-la (cf. Dgcourerte8 en Chaldee, p. xlv, Enannatum, I, 1. 13; CT, 
XXI, plate 23, 1. 10; plate 33, 1. 11). Side by side with this we find nam-til (cf. CT, 
XXI, 22, 8; 31, 7; 33, 12). In CT, XXI, 9, we find the phrase ga an-ti-il. Possibly 
one of these should be followed in filling the lacuna of our next. Sayce did not attempt 
to render the line; Oppert translated "serpens in via"; Bartin: "breast milk . 

1 Oppert, the only one whose work happens to be at hand who attempts a trans - 
lation of this line, renders it "mordeat "-a guess based on his misunderstanding of the 
sign for "breast" as "serpent." The signs which are left, in-ni-, are evidently the 
beginning of a- erbal form. I have completed the form from II R, 16, 51, 52a, w here 
we find um-me-da nd-a ga ka-ga ib-ta-an-ru, "copulating in bed gives milk in the mouth." 
The Akkadian column renders na-a-ku u-nu-qa ai-da-ad-da, "copulation makes a flow 

for sucking" (i-da-ad-da being connected with the Arabic 1 ) b "to run fast"). The 
point of importance to our text is that ru is used with ga as the Sumerian verb for giving 
milk to suckle a child. Where was the breast of a hierodoule to obtain the milk to give ? 
The succeeding lines of the law explain that. 

2 In the Code of Hammurabi, sec. 185, it is provided that one may not bring a legal 
claim for an adopted child, and the word which means "bring a claim" is baqdru or 
paqdru, the Sumerian for which is gis-gdl-la (Brunnow, 611). Probably g 's-gdl-la should 
be supplied in the lacuna here. Sayce rendered: "his father and his mother (a man) 
shall not deny"; Oppert: "pater et mater ejus eum non agnoscat"; Bertin: "bis father 
and his mother not.. 

3 This line is difficult, but the interpretation given in the text is, I believe, right. 
Sayce translated "A town (a man) has named"; Oppert: "Femina alii suo addicat"; 
Bertin: " (If) a woman shall speak to him. " The Sumerian sign sal normally means 
"woman," but it may stand for the Akkadian rapdAu, "be wide" and ruppu'u, "wide.'" 
It is unfortunate that the Akkadian version is all broken away, with the exception of a 
portion of one sign. Pinches in 1882 thought this sign U (TSBA, VIII), in 1884 ru 
(V R, 25). It seems difficult from the Sumerian to believe that either reading is right. 
Oppert and Bertin were right in rendering sal "woman" and Bertin was right in supply- 
ing "(If)" at the beginning. What, then, does the verb mi-in-dug-ga mean? The 
verb dug may mean "speak" but that does not fit the context. It may also mean eri8u, 
"to distinguish," "be wise" (cf. OB W, 158, and Reisner, Sum. Hymnen, 45, 17). This 
is the meaning we need here. "Be wise" is employed like the Latin concipere, the English 
"conceive." The ordinary Akkadian word for "be pregnant" was eru, which represented 
the Sumerian peA (OB W, 3443). That, however, referred to the condition of having the 
seed of life within one, as the form of the ideogram shows, and would be inappropriate 
here, for here the emphasis is not on the woman's condition, but upon her cognizance 
of her condition and the feeling of danger that the recognition of her condition begot in her. 
A paralle, use of eribu is found in Ebelings, Keil8chrifttexte aus Assur, No. 117, rev. 6: 
[illa-ba-]mu ummu-8il mur-Aa-as-su, "Lakhamu, his mother conceived him." mur- 
sa-a-ssu, for mur-8a-at-8u, is the femimine part of erevu with a suffix. 
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17. te-bi nu-ub-ra-ac~ 
her womb she shall not make 

to flow, 
18. mi-ni-in-dim2 

she shall bring it to birth; 
19. nam-dup-sar-ra mi -ni-in-zu- 

zu3 
the writing she shall make 

known, 
20. a-te-na ne-in-keida4 

the blood of her womb she 
shall retain, 

21. dam in-ni-in-tuk5 
the woman shall keep it 

22. ud-kur-25 ud-na-me-Sit 
Forever unto future days. 

17. li-i[b-ba-Sa ul a-Sar-hi-i?] 
her womb she shall not cause 

to flow, 
18. U4-[8ar-bu-u] 

she shall bring it to birth; 
19. dup-Sar-ru [z~-sa-ad-di] 

the writing she shall make 
known, 

20. u-ud-di-il 
she shall retain, 

21. a'-Sa-tum u-Sa-hi-ig-[su] 
the woman shall keep it. 

22. a-na ma-ti-ma a-na ar-ka-[at 
omil 

Forever unto future days. 

1 Sayce translated: "Its foundation stone he has not laid"; Oppert: " poena 
justitiae (exterminatio) "; Bertin: "himself to her going." No one of them has caught 
the meaning. The Sumerian te here 

=-i'itu 
or gilimtu "womb" (cf. OBW, 3304, o0; 

II R 47, 34c, and CT, XII, 11, 12a). The verb ra-at' is the regular verb "to flow" (cf. 
Delitzsch, Sumer. Glossar., 174). The line is a clear and simple prohibition of prenatal 
infanticide. 

2 Sayce rendered: " (yet) he (can) change (it)": Oppert: "non dimoveatur"; 
Bertin: "he shall withhold himself." The verb dim =rabfA, "be great" (OBW, 607, 
and II R. 44, 2c) from which we have tarbfA, "offspring" and tarbgtu, "offspring" (cf. OB W, 
6010, 11, V R. 29, 71g, and CT, XII, 20, 38276, rev. 6). It is clear, therefore, that the 
verb here refers to letting the foetus become great, or to making it offspring. I have 
accordingly rendered "bring it to birth. " 

3 This line Sayce rendered: " This imperial rescript must be learnt"; Oppert: " De- 
cretum istud promulgetur"; Bertin: "Inscriptions he shall be taught." nam-dup-8ar-ra 
refers to the writing of divorce, which in col. iii (col. i of the reverse), 1. 2, was to be 
bound to the loins of the woman (or in her girdle). If she found herself pregnant she 
was then to use the divorce as a protection. According to the Code of Hammurabi, 
sec. 129, the penalty for adultery was to be thrown into the river. As it was known 
that this woman had been married, she needed the proof of her divorce in order to avert 
this fate. Doubtless it was the danger that such a fate might be hers that would 
make her, when she discovered her condition, think of destroying her unborn child, 
which is forbidden in 1. 17. 

4 The renderings of this line are: Sayce: "Everything which a married woman 
encloses"; Oppert: "Poenam scribat maritus"; Bertin attempts no translation. The 
Sumerian sa =ddmu, "blood" (cf. OBW, 1187, andV R, 41, 56e). When this is recog- 
nized, the meaning of the line fits into the context admirably. In the Akkadian column 
for some reason the scribe omitted to render sa-te-na. His ti-ud-di-il is only the render- 
ing of ne-in keida. This puzzled Meissner and led him to regard all the Sumerian signs 
in the line as a compound ideogram for uddulu-6u! (Cf. Seltene assyrische Ideogramme, 
No. 1982.) 

5Sayce translated: "she shall possess"; Oppert: "uxor obediet"; Bertin: "wife 
he give him." While dam does often mean "wife," its original meaning is "woman" 
and that meaning it has here. The reference is to the divorced hierodoule, who forms 
the subject of this series of laws. 
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The remainder of the tablet is occupied with the well-known 
Sumero-Akkadian family laws. 

It is apparent from a reading of this text that the vade mecum 
of which this formed a part passed in column ii from general legal 
phrases to a collection of phrases which had to do with marriage 
settlements. Line 25 is a phrase referring to the legitimatizing of 
the children of a man by a slave-girl. Lines 26-29 refer to hiero- 
doules and their entrance into and renunciation of the profession. 
Lines 30-38 are too broken for translation. Lines 39-49 relate to 
the marriage and divorce of a slave-girl and the disposition of her 
marriage-portion. With line 50 the text contains a phrase which 
would help a scribe to state that a wife (whom the later context and 
the code of Hammurabi show to have been a hierodoule) had granted 
her husband a child. Then comes a phrase stating the opposite fact. 
This is naturally followed by his hate of her, and his divorce of her. 
Then come regulations as to her treatment. The tablet of divorce 
is to be bound to her person, and she is to be expelled from his house. 
She is then free to marry whom she pleases, or she may become a 
woman of the street. If she chooses the last-mentioned alternative, 
she may not be disturbed in the practice of her profession. She may 
adopt a child and have legal control of it. The practice of her 
profession, it is recognized, exposes her to the danger of maternity. 
If she is conscious that this contingency is impending, she is to show 
her tablet of divorce and suffer no harm. She is forbidden to commit 

prenatal infanticide in order to escape from her situation. These 

regulations, although they do not begin as formally as the Sumero- 
Akkadian laws which follow them on the tablet, are, like them, a 
connected body of law, and are of great interest for the light which 

they throw upon Babylonian society. Vice was, we learn, legalized, 
but illegal operations forbidden. 
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